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Self-focusing, channel formation, and high-energy ion generation in interaction
of an intense short laser pulse with a He jet
G. S. Sarkisov,* V. Yu. Bychenkov, V. N. Novikov, and V. T. Tikhonchuk
P. N. Lebedev Physics Institute, Russian Academy of Science, Moscow 117924, Russia
A. Maksimchuk, S.-Y. Chen, R. Wagner, G. Mourou, and D. Umstadter
Center for Ultrafast Optical Science, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-2099
~Received 28 September 1998!
Using interferometry, we investigate the dynamics of interaction of a relativistically intense 4-TW, 400-fs
laser pulse with a He gas jet. We observe a stable plasma channel 1 mm long and less than 30 mm in diameter,
with a radial gradient of electron density ;531022 cm24 and with an on-axis electron density approximately
ten times less than its maximum value of 831019 cm23. A high radial velocity of the surrounding gas
ionization of ;3.83108 cm/s has been observed after the channel formation, and it is attributed to the fast ions
expelled from the laser channel and propagating radially outward. We developed a kinetic model which
describes the plasma channel formation and the subsequent ambient gas excitation and ionization. Comparing
the model predictions with the interferometric data, we reconstructed the axial profile of laser channel and
on-axis laser intensity. The estimated maximum energy of accelerated ions is about 500 keV, and the total
energy of the fast ions is 5% of the laser pulse energy. @S1063-651X~99!07505-4#
PACS number~s!: 52.40.Nk, 52.75.Di, 52.35.Mw
I. INTRODUCTION
A number of proposed applications of ultrahigh intensity
short laser pulses require laser guiding for distances much
longer than a Rayleigh length without considerable energy
loss and significant diffraction. A stable, long-lived channel
in a plasma can serve as an optical waveguide for the fast
ignitor @1# and laser wake-field particle acceleration @2,3#
experiments. Guiding of intense laser pulses in underdense
plasmas at relativistic intensities was first reported in Ref.
@4#, and then studied more completely in Refs. @5–10#. The
initial phase of plasma channeling is governed by self-
focusing due to electron expulsion by the laser ponderomo-
tive force and the relativistic increase of the electron mass.
Both these effects increase the refractive index of a plasma
on axis and further focus the laser pulse. A significant part of
the laser pulse can be trapped, form a laser channel, and
propagate many Rayleigh lengths without divergence @11–
14#.
The effects of terawatt laser beam self-focusing and
plasma channel formation have recently been observed using
the laser probing technique. The shadowgraphy study of the
onset of relativistic self-focusing using 0.3-TW, 250-fs
Ti:sapphire laser pulse with an intensity ;1017 W/cm2 in
underdense gas jet plasmas was presented in Ref. @15#. A
plasma channel expansion with high velocity of ;53108
cm/s was observed with the interferometric technique in Ref.
@16# for the interaction of a 600-fs, 531018 W/cm2 laser
pulse with a solid target. Interferometric observations of high
temperature ~above 1 keV! plasma filaments in the interac-
tion of a 2-ps laser pulse with an intensity ;1016 W/cm2
with atomic-cluster gases was reported by Ditmire et al.
@17#. Observations of terawatt-laser pulse propagation inside
a 200-mm-diameter plasma channel in neon and helium gas
jets using the Moire´ technique were presented in Ref. @18#.
The diagnostic methods used in Refs. @15–18# do not re-
solve subpicosecond time scales, and therefore cannot be
used to observe laser pulse self-focusing related to plasma
motion during the laser pulse. Although the self-focusing of
a short laser pulse is an electron-dominated process, on a
picosecond time scale ions also become involved, and self-
consistent ion and electron motion results in a deeper plasma
channel with larger diameter in a later time. The effect of ion
motion induced by a short relativistic laser pulse was studied
in hydrodynamic simulations @19# for a 100-ps time scale.
However, the hydrodynamic approach is not relevant for ions
at the relativistic laser intensities, since the mean free path of
the accelerated ions could be much larger than the channel
diameter. Full electromagnetic three-dimensional particle-in-
cell ~PIC! simulations @20,21# could be appropriate for such
conditions; however, these PIC simulations are limited to a
time scale of a few picoseconds even with current high per-
formance computers.
This paper presents experimental results and their theoret-
ical interpretation on the dynamics of a plasma channel pro-
duced by a high intensity short laser pulse propagating in a
plasma created by the ionization of an initially neutral He
gas jet. Relativistic self-focusing and self-channeling of the
laser pulse and the dynamics of ambient gas excitation and
ionization were observed by interferometric and shadow
techniques. Some results on the channel formation and
plasma density dynamics have been published recently else-
where @22,23#. The experiment is modeled with a simple
cold ion kinetic code, which includes the electrostatic field
governed by the laser driven relativistic ponderomotive force
in a cylindrical geometry. It also accounts for the inelastic
collisions of fast ions and accompanying electrons with the
ambient gas, and ignores thermal pressure effects. A com-
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parison of model results with the observations allows us to
reconstruct the characteristics of the self-focused laser beam
and the laser-produced plasma channel.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we describe
the experimental setup, and present experimental evidence
for channel formation and results on channel dynamics. In
Sec. III a simple kinetic model for plasma cavitation and
high-energy ion generation is formulated. An interpretation
of the experimental results is presented in Sec. IV. It is dem-
onstrated that the kinetic model quantitatively reproduces the
observed phenomena and provides two important conclu-
sions: ~i! the evolution of the plasma density profile dramati-
cally disagrees with the hydrodynamic calculations, reported
in Ref. @19#, and ~ii! excited He atoms make a significant
contribution to the plasma refraction index. A discussion,
several predictions of ion acceleration for more intense laser
beams, and a summary are presented in Sec. V.
II. INTERFEROMETRIC INVESTIGATIONS
OF A CHANNEL FORMATION
A. Experimental setup
The experiment was performed using a 10-TW
Ti:sapphire-Nd:glass laser system based on chirped-pulse
amplification @24# developed at the Center for Ultrafast Op-
tical Science, University of Michigan. The laser operates at a
wavelength of l051.053 mm, and produces pulses with an
energy up to 4 J in 400 fs @full width at half maximum
~~FWHM!# with an intensity contrast ratio ;105:1, as mea-
sured by the third order correlation technique @25#. The 50-
mm-diameter laser beam was focused with an off-axis para-
bolic mirror ( f /3.3, f 516.5 cm! to a 10-mm spot with a
vacuum intensity of 631018 W/cm2. The radial distribution
of the laser intensity also demonstrates ;50-mm-diameter
wings that contain approximately 10% of the laser energy.
The laser beam was focused in a high backing pressure (;7
MPa! He gas jet expanding through a 1-mm-diameter nozzle
@Fig. 1~a!#. The optimal conditions for beam guiding corre-
spond to the laser focusing on the jet edge at a distance x
50.5– 0.75 mm from the nozzle, where the He atom density
is ;431019 cm23.
The layout of two-channel optical system for simulta-
neous recording of interferometric and shadow plasma im-
ages is shown in Fig. 1~b!. The diagnostic beam ~2! with a
wavelength of l51.053 mm was obtained by splitting ;5%
of the pump pulse, propagated through an adjustable motor-
ized optical delay ~5!, and probed a plasma ~7! in the direc-
tion perpendicular to the interaction beam. The plasma was
imaged by spherical lens ~8! with an angular aperture 7° on
two 12-bit CCD cameras ~10—shadow! and ~11—
interferogram!. The spatial and temporal resolutions were 10
mm and 400 fs, respectively. The air-wedge shearing inter-
ferometer ~9! was used for the electron density measure-
ments. The principle of operation of this interferometer was
described in Ref. @26#.
B. Experimental observations
We followed the plasma evolution for a time period from
22 to 155 ps. The time t50 is taken to be the arrival time
of the laser pulse peak to the focal plane z50. We observed
a fast gas ionization in the cone angle (;17°) of the laser
;2 ps before the pump pulse arrival. The laser intensity in
the temporal foot and in the spatial wings of the pulse was
above the tunneling ionization threshold for He atoms, which
is ;1015 W/cm2 to produce a single ionized ion @15,27,28#.
The ionization front propagated along the laser axis with a
subluminal velocity until it reached the rear side of the jet.
The transverse size of the formed plasma was about 100 mm
in diameter, which is much greater than the laser focal spot.
For the optical self-guiding of the laser pulses in the plasma,
the radial profile of the index of refraction must have a maxi-
mum on axis, causing the wave front to curve inward and the
laser beam to converge. When this focusing force is strong
enough to counteract the diffraction of the beam, the laser
pulse can propagate over a long distance while maintaining a
small cross section ~laser channel!. For a Gaussian beam
with a power exceeding a critical power Pc517nc /ne GW
~where nc is the critical density for the interaction laser
pulse! self-focusing and self-channeling can occur as a result
of two effects: ~i! the relativistic increase of electron mass in
FIG. 1. A scheme of the laser-gas jet interaction ~a! and an
experimental setup ~b!: 1, interaction beam; 2, probe beam; 3, mir-
rors; 4, 5% beam splitter; 5, motorized optical delay; 6, off-axis
parabolic mirror; 7, plasma from a gas jet; 8, spherical imaging
lens; 9, air-wedge shearing interferometer; 10, shadow recording
CCD; 11, interferogram recording CCD.
FIG. 2. A schlieren image of a plasma for the defocusing domi-
nated regime. The plasma was probed at a 10-ps delay after the
passage of the interaction pulse. The vertical line indicates the po-
sition of focal plane in a vacuum.
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the laser field, and ~ii! the reduction of the electron density
on axis due to the expulsion of the electrons by the laser
pondermotive force.
At first, we will describe an observation of the phenomena
related to the regime of the onset of relativistic self-focusing.
This regime is characterized by the formation of a short on-
axis channel. Nevertheless, the main part of the laser energy
has not been trapped in the channel, but has propagated in-
side the laser ionization cone, leading to a plasma density
pulsation and off-axial laser filamentation. The laser beam
had a power of less than 3 TW, and had been focused at a
distance x; 1.5 mm from the nozzle edge. We believe that
even had the laser power exceeded the critical power by a
few times, the beam diffraction would dominate in this re-
gime. A typical schlieren image of plasma at time delay t
510 ps after the interaction pulse is presented in Fig. 2. To
produce a schlieren image, we horizontally placed a 400-
mm-diameter wire in the focal plane of the imaging lens ~8!
@Fig. 1~b!#. Bright parts of the image correspond to the re-
gions where the refraction index has high transversal gradi-
ents. There are two main features in Fig. 2: a bright, short,
and narrow line on the laser axis, and nonuniform axial pul-
sations of the external cone of plasma. The first feature is due
to channeling of a small part of the laser’s energy. The
FIG. 3. Interferograms ~left column!, shadowgrams ~center column!, and topology of the wave front disturbance ~right column! of a
plasma in the defocusing dominated regime at different time delays: 5 ps ~a!, 10 ps ~b!, and 20 ps ~c!. The internal pulsation structure of the
wave front isoline emphasizes an interplay between self-focusing and defocusing.
FIG. 4. Interferograms ~left column!, shadowgrams ~central column!, and topology of the wave front disturbance ~right column! of a
plasma in the regime of relativistic self-focusing at three different delays: 0 ps ~a!, 5 ps ~b!, 15 ps ~c!, 35 ps ~d!, and 45 ps ~e!. Contrary to
Fig. 3, the internal pulsation structure of the wave front isoline is absent for the relativistic self-focusing regime.
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length of the axial channel is short, ;300 mm, in this re-
gime. The second feature is probably due to the interplay
between ionization defocusing and the self-focusing of the
pump beam. The temporal evolution of the plasma can be
seen from the interferograms ~left column! and shadow im-
ages ~center column! in Fig. 3 at three subsequent time de-
lays 5, 10, and 20 ps. For the identification of the wave front
disturbance topology of the probe laser beam, we applied a
special procedure to the interferogram processing by conver-
sion from a noncontour type interferogram to a contour type
interferogram. For that we subtracted the nondisturbed inter-
ferogram from the plasma interferogram, and then applied a
‘‘find edge’’ filter. For the image processing we used the
public domain program SCION IMAGE @29#. The results of this
procedure are presented in a right column of Fig. 3. The first
outside black contour line corresponds to the l/2 phase shift,
the next white contour line corresponds to the l phase shift,
and so on. The isophase line of axial pulsations of the ion-
ization cone are similar to those seen in the schlieren image
in Fig. 2. The plasma structure in this regime is significantly
different from low-energy experiments reported in Ref. @15#,
where only the laser filamentation in underdense plasma has
been observed.
Second, we studied the regime of relativistic self-
focusing. By optimal focusing of the laser beam at a distance
x50.5 mm from the nozzle edge, we observed a long narrow
channel on the laser axis. A significant part of the laser en-
ergy (;60%! is trapped in this narrow channel. To achieve
the laser pulse trapping it was essential to have a high gas
density gradient in the edge of the jet, and to focus the laser
beam at the front edge of the jet. A typical set of interfero-
grams ~left column! and shadowgrams ~center column! of a
plasma, taken from the similar shots ~laser power of 4.3 TW!
at five subsequent time delays is presented in Fig. 4. The first
signature of plasma channel formation was observed at t
50 ps. The local opposite displacement of the interference
fringes in a narrow axial region in the interferogram indi-
cates a decrease of the phase shift, and hence a decrease of
the on-axis electron density. This region is manifested in the
shadow image by a bright long and narrow line. The channel
length was about 1000 mm, and comparable to the gas jet
length. One can see a significant difference of these plasma
images from those of the previous regime of interaction
~Figs. 2 and 3!. We did not observe axial pulsations of the
wave front isolines ~right column of Fig. 4! or beam filamen-
tation on shadowgrams, as in they other regime. This is be-
cause the main part of the laser energy now propagates inside
the plasma channel, and the diffracted electromagnetic wave
does not have enough power for the generation of the above
mentioned structures.
In order to diagnose the spatial extent of the laser channel,
we used 90° Thomson side scattering at the wavelength of
the interaction beam ~Fig. 5!. We observed a long on-axis
line with two bright regions corresponding, probably, to two
consecutive foci of the laser beam inside the plasma channel.
When the laser power exceeds 2 TW ~that was about 4.6 Pc
FIG. 5. Thomson scattering image of laser-He jet interaction at
a wavelength of 1.053 mm and a laser power of 4.3 TW. The
direction of the main beam propagation is from the left to the right.
FIG. 6. Radial expansion velocity Vph of the interference phase
shift for the cross section z5100 mm. One line corresponds to one
wavelength phase shift.
FIG. 7. Spatial distribution of the electron density for a time
moment of 35 ps.
FIG. 8. Evolution of the radial distribution of electron density at
the cross section z5100 mm inferred from the set of interferograms
shown in Fig. 5.
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for relativistic self-focusing for our experimental conditions!
the channel length extends to 1 mm. We also observed that
the scattered light intensity was decreased in the direction of
laser beam propagation.
The radial expansion velocities in the cross section z
5100 mm for different interference phase shifts are shown in
Fig. 6. The velocity of the plasma radial expansion is found
to be high: 4.13108 cm/s for the phase shift of the 0.2 line,
and 3.53108 cm/s for the phase shift of the 0.5 line. The
two-dimensional reconstruction of the electron density pro-
file was performed using the Abel inversion procedure, with
an assumption of the axial symmetry of a plasma, and attrib-
uting all changes of the refraction index m to free electrons:
m5A12ne /ncp, where ne is the local electron density and
ncp5pmec
2/e2l2 is the critical density for the probe laser
wavelength. The inferred electron density profile for time
moment t535 ps is presented in Fig. 7. The maximum elec-
tron density is ;7.631019 cm23 at a radius of ;20 mm and
the estimated depth of the plasma channel is up to 80– 90%.
The radius of the plasma channel is less than 10 mm, which
is close to the resolution limit of our diagnostics. The accu-
racy of measurement of the channel depth is limited by the
Abel inversion procedure.
Now we discuss the temporal behavior of the plasma
channel. Although only one image per laser shot has been
taken, the laser parameters and gas jet conditions were
highly reproducible, and the time delay between the interac-
tion and probe pulses was controlled with an accuracy better
than 0.1 ps. The reproducibility of results has been verified
by comparing the images taken from different shots for a
same delay time. Because of these circumstances we con-
sider pictures taken at different shots with different time de-
lays as a representative history of plasma evolution in a
single shot. The dynamics of electron density profile at z
5100 mm is shown in Fig. 8. The energy fluctuation be-
tween different shots was within 8% around the average en-
ergy of 1.7 J ~4.3 TW!. The electron density gradient at
channel walls reaches the value of 531022 cm24 at a time of
7 ps, and remains practically the same up to 55 ps. Since the
characteristic electron density was about 531019 cm23, this
density gradient corresponds to the radial scale length of
about 10 mm.
The evolution of linear electron density @the number of
electrons per unit length is Ne52p*r dr ne(r)] at z
5100 mm, and the evolution of mean electron density in the
same cross section, are presented in Fig. 9. After the initial
phase of fast gas ionization by the laser ~from 22 to 0 ps!,
the number of electrons remains practically constant ~from 0
to 9 ps!, then the gas ionization starts again. At the same
time the average electron density begins to decrease. There
was no laser radiation at that time; therefore, this secondary
ionization can be produced only by the laser-accelerated
plasma.
The above described features of the plasma production are
in agreement with the temporal behavior of the plasma radius
FIG. 9. Evolution of the linear electron density 1 ~dots! and the
mean electron density 2 ~open squares! at the cross section z
5100 mm. The corresponding theoretical curves 1t and 2t have
been obtained from the model described in Sec. IV.
FIG. 10. Evolution of the plasma radius for the cross section z
5100 mm. Experimental points 1 ~dots! and 2 ~open squares! show
the positions of electron densities 531018 and 1.531019 cm23,
respectively. The points 3 ~solid squares! show the evolution of the
plasma channel diameter. The theoretical curves 1t and 2t corre-
sponding to the experimental results 1 and 2 have been obtained
from the model described in Sec. IV.
FIG. 11. The axial distribution of linear electron density for
different moments of time inferred from the set of interferograms
shown in Fig. 5.
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and channel diameter, which are shown in Fig. 10. The
plasma radius remains approximately constant from 0 to 10
ps, then the plasma begins to expand radially. If we define
the plasma edge as a region where the electron density is
equal to 531018 cm23 ~13% single ionization of He gas with
nHe5431019 cm23), then the radial expansion velocity,
V0.5 is equal to ;3.83108 cm/s. Plasma regions with a
higher degree of ionization, 1.531019 cm23 ~40% single ion-
ization!, expand with a lower velocity, V1.5;2.53108cm/s.
The channel diameter increases in time much more slowly
than the plasma radius. The typical value of radial velocity of
channel expansion is ;43107 cm/s.
A two-dimensional distribution of linear electron density
versus an axial position at different moments of time is pre-
sented in Fig. 11. This distribution shows the same charac-
teristic plasma behavior. Up to a time of 10 ps the axial
profile of linear density corresponds to the shape of the laser
ionization cone in the gas. After 10 ps one can see a fast
increase of linear density due to the ambient gas ionization.
The fastest rate of plasma production occurs at two cross
sections z5100 and 600 mm, where dNe /dt'431014
cm21 ps21. The minimum of the plasma production rate is at
the cross section z5350 mm. Below, we present a theoretical
model of the ambient gas ionization, and employ it to re-
trieve the parameters of accelerated ions and a laser channel.
III. PHYSICAL MODEL
A. Qualitative considerations
Although the observations presented in Sec. II B definitely
indicate the formation of a long narrow channel on the laser
axis, one has to explain the origin of the secondary gas ion-
ization 10 ps after the laser pulse, and relate the observed
features of the electron density distribution to the character-
istics of the laser pulse. Hence we begin with an identifica-
tion of the origin of the secondary gas ionization. It has been
observed that two distinct features occur in the experimental
data: a 10-ps delay of ionization, and an approximately con-
stant high velocity propagation of the ionization front
through the ambient gas. Diffusive processes like electron
thermal transport and radiative transport cannot explain these
features of gas ionization. Indeed, for both these processes,
the temperature equation predicts the formation of a steep
heat front propagating into a cold gas medium with a veloc-
ity that decreases with time as t2a where a5 79 for the clas-
sical Spitzer-Ha¨rm electron heat conductivity and a5 67 for
the radiative transport, respectively @30#. These analytic time
scalings are in apparent contradiction with the observations.
The nonlocal electron heat transport @31# might be respon-
sible for the fast ionization wave propagation, if we assume
that the electron temperature is above few keV and, hence,
that the electron mean free path is about 100 mm or more.
However, such electrons have a very low ionization cross
section, below 10217 cm2 @32#, which is not enough to ex-
plain the observed high ionization rate. Also, the experiment
by Krushelnik et al. @9# suggested that the actual electron
temperature in the laser channel is less than 1 keV.
The ionization can also not be explained by a shock wave,
because of the large propagation velocity, which is orders of
magnitude larger than the acoustic velocity in a helium gas.
This implies a strong gas compression behind the shock,
which is not supported by shadow and interferometric im-
ages shown above ~cf. Fig. 4!.
Therefore, we conclude that only free streaming particles
could explain the observed features of the ionization front.
At this moment gas ionization by an electron stream should
be excluded. This is because electrons with velocities ;4
3108 cm/s ~an energy of about 45 eV! have very short mean
free paths in helium at normal pressure, about 1 mm, while
observations show the ionization front propagates more than
hundred microns in the gas. Hence we identify the ambient
gas ionization with the propagation of fast helium ions.
These ions have been expelled from the laser-produced
plasma channel and have an energy of more than 300 keV.
The mean free path of such ions in a normal pressure gas is
few millimeters, and they penetrate through a gas as projec-
tiles, experiencing only small angle elastic scattering and los-
ing their energy to the neutral atoms via excitation and ion-
ization. Certainly these ions cannot propagate alone; they
carry an appropriate number of free electrons with them in
order to compensate for the space charge. However, these
escorting electrons have a minor contribution to the gas ion-
ization and excitation. The velocity of such fast ions is com-
parable to the velocities of bounded electrons in the helium
atom, and therefore ions efficiently ionize the ambient gas.
Their ionization cross section is about 3310216 cm2 @33#,
and, therefore, each ion produces approximately one
electron-ion pair on a 1-mm path in the helium gas with a
density of ;431019 cm23. Such fast ions also have a large
excitation cross-section, about 2310216 cm2 @34# for the
transition 1s!2p . They are much more efficient in helium
gas ionization than electrons, which have a maximum ion-
ization cross section about 3310217 cm2 @32#.
It is evident that the ionization front propagates with a
velocity comparable to, but less than, the velocity of the
fastest ions. Also, due to the radial divergence of fast ion
flow, their ionization efficiency decreases at larger radii;
therefore, the areas with higher electron density expand with
lower velocity decreasing with time. The hypothesis of gas
ionization by fast ions also offers a natural explanation for
the 10-ps ionization delay: it is the time required for the fast
ions to penetrate through a plasma, with a radius of about 40
mm. The electron density does not change during that time
period, since there are no neutral atoms in this area. Such a
plasma volume can clearly be seen in Fig. 4. It has been
produced by the low intensity spatial wings of the laser light
because of a relatively low threshold for helium multiphoton
ionization, which is about 1015 W/cm2 for the primary ion-
ization and ;1016 W/cm2 for the secondary ionization
@15,27,28#.
It is important to note that fast ion propagation through
the ambient gas and the gas excitation and ionization cannot
be explained in terms of the conventional ion hydrodynamics
@19# for two reasons: first, the accelerated ions are almost
collisionless and do not interact elastically with the ambient
gas; second, the ions have an energy spectrum, which is de-
fined by the acceleration mechanism, and, therefore, one has
a multigroup ion flow that requires a kinetic treatment. One
of the important consequences of the kinetic nature of the ion
expansion is that the diameter of the evacuated plasma chan-
nel is defined approximately by the size of laser beam and
does not increase with time. While in the hydrodynamic de-
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scription the diameter of the plasma channel proceeds to in-
crease above the laser beam diameter @19#, since the accel-
erated ions are supposed to exchange their momentum with
ambient ions ~or atoms! and they move together ~as a snow
plow! as long as the total initial ion energy will be converted
into a work against the pressure force of ambient gas. Curve
3 in Fig. 8 demonstrates that indeed the radius of plasma
channel does not change in time significantly, which sup-
ports the kinetic model.
B. Coulomb explosion
Now we turn our attention to the mechanism of the laser-
plasma coupling and ion acceleration. A qualitative picture
of ion acceleration by the laser beam ponderomotive force
was discussed in Ref. @35#, and called the ‘‘Coulomb explo-
sion,’’ since ions are accelerated by the electrostatic field of
charge separation produced in a plasma when the electrons
are expelled from the laser beam channel due to the radial
component of the ponderomotive force. However, one re-
quires a quantitative treatment for the experiment interpreta-
tion.
We consider a laser pulse interaction with an underdense
plasma for the conditions where the laser frequency v0 is
much larger than the electron plasma frequency vp and the
laser pulse duration t is larger than the electron response
time 1/vp . Also, the spatial plasma scale and laser intensity
scale are assumed to be larger than the laser wavelength l0 .
Then one can average the electron response over the laser
period and consider electrons as a fluid which is influenced
by the laser ponderomotive force
Fp52mec2¹A11a2/2, ~1!
where a50.8531029l0@mm#AI@W/cm2# is the normalized
slowly varying vector potential of the laser field, and I is the
laser pulse intensity.
As mentioned above, the gas was preionized by the laser
prepulse approximately 2 ps before the main pulse arrival,
and the laser pulse rise time is much larger than that of the
electron plasma period ~which is few fs for our experimental
parameters!. Therefore, electrons respond adiabatically, and
the ponderomotive force ~1! is balanced by an electric field
of charge separation eE5Fp . This electric field is applied to
ions, and accelerates them during the time of the laser pulse
passage. Ions continue to move after the passing of the laser
pulse due to their own inertia. To support plasma quasineu-
trality, the electrons are forced to accompany the ions. Thus,
for a short laser pulse the plasma cavity formation occurs in
the ion evacuation time, which might be longer than the
pulse duration.
If the pulse length ct is larger than the pulse radius r0 ,
the radial component of the ponderomotive force dominates,
and ions are accelerated radially. According to Eq. ~1!, the
ion energy depends dramatically on the laser beam radius.
Hence knowing the final energy of accelerated ions and the
laser pulse duration and energy, one can deduce the radius of
the laser beam and its on-axis intensity.
The process of self-focusing and channeling of a short
relativistic laser pulse has been studied in detail elsewhere
@4,11,13,15#. In our conditions the laser power exceeds the
critical power for the relativistic self-focusing more than ten
times. The theory and numerical simulations for similar con-
ditions suggest that a substantial part of the laser power
might be trapped in a narrow channel near the laser axis, and
the channel length could be many times the Rayleigh length.
We concentrate here on the processes that occur in a plasma
after the laser channel has been formed. These are the ion
acceleration, plasma channel formation, and subsequent ion
interaction with the ambient gas. Doing so, we leave aside
the process of laser beam self-focusing, and assume right
away that a certain part of the laser pulse energy is already
channeled. Then we approximate part of the pulse trapped in
the channel with Gaussian functions in time and radius:
I~r ,t !5
E0
p3/2r0
2t
expS 2 r2
r0
2 2
t2
t2
D , ~2!
where E0 is the trapped laser energy, I05E0 /p3/2r0
2t is the
on-axis laser intensity, and r0 is the radius of the laser chan-
nel. Keeping in mind possible variations in the channel ra-
dius and losses of the channeled energy, we can consider E0
and r0 as functions of z—the coordinate along the channel
axis.
C. Collisionless ion kinetics
To formulate quantitatively the physical model of plasma
channel formation, we supplement the quasistationary de-
scription of the relativistic electrons by the kinetic descrip-
tion of the cold collisionless nonrelativistic ions with the
mass mi and charge Ze . Assuming that ions move only in a
radial direction, the kinetic equation for the ion distribution
function f i reads:
] f i
]t
1v i
] f i
]r
1
Z
mi
Fp
] f i
]v i
50. ~3!
The last term in the left hand side accounts for the ion ac-
celeration due to the electric field produced by the pondero-
motive force ~1!.
Equation ~3! has been solved numerically by the particle-
in-cell method @36#, and we present the results below. The
characteristic energy of the accelerated ion, e i5miv i
2/2, can
be estimated for the case of a short laser pulse when the
pulse length t is shorter than the ion response time r0 /v i .
The radial ion acceleration, according to Eq. ~1!, is
(Zme /mi)c2¹rA11a2/2, so the radial velocity of the ions
after the laser pulse ends reads
v i52
Zme
mi
c2
]
]rE dtA11a2/2. ~4!
This formula predicts the ion energy spectrum 0,e i<emax
with the energy cutoff
emax;
Z2me
2c4
16mir0
2
a0
4t2
11a0
2/2
'3
Z2
A
t2
r0
2
a0
4
11a0
2/2
MeV, ~5!
where a0'3.6AE0 /tl0 /r0 is the maximum vector potential
of the interaction laser pulse, and A is the ion mass number.
Here E0 is measured in J, t in ps, l0 and r0 in mm. Accord-
ing to this formula, in the relativistic limit, a0*1, the ion
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energy is approximately proportional to the pulse energy and
pulse length, and inversely proportional to the fourth power
of the laser beam radius. This high power radius dependence
can be used to resolve an inverse problem: to estimate the
laser channel radius knowing the ion energy.
The total energy of accelerated ions per unit length of the
laser channel can be estimated as follows:
dE
dz 5E 2pr dr ni miv i
2
2 '0.08r0
2naemax J/cm, ~6!
where the ion density ni ~that is effectively the atomic den-
sity of gas na) is in units 1019 cm23, emax is in MeV, and r0
is in mm. For a relativistically strong laser pulse the energy
deposited in the accelerated ions could be an important chan-
nel of the laser energy losses. Although the absorption length
La5E0 /(dE/dz), calculated from Eq. ~6!, is much larger
than the Rayleigh length, the laser pulse energy losses for the
ion acceleration might be more significant than the inverse
Bremsstrahlung absorption, and could be comparable to the
losses due to the stimulated Raman scattering. In the relativ-
istic limit, a0*1, according to Eqs. ~5! and ~6!, the laser
pulse energy losses due to the ion acceleration scale linearly
with the laser pulse energy and pulse length, and are in-
versely proportional to the square of the beam radius.
D. Refraction of a probe laser beam in a plasma
The refraction coefficient for the electromagnetic wave in
a fully ionized underdense plasma is determined by free elec-
trons. Thus a simple expression m5A12ne /ncp'1
2ne/2ncp for a plasma refraction index for a probe laser
light can be used to infer the electron density from interfero-
metric measurements. However, this is not a case for a partly
ionized gas, where the excited atoms and incompletely
stripped ions might also contribute to a plasma refractivity.
~The contribution of completely stripped ions can be ne-
glected due to the high ion-to-electron mass ratio.! The con-
tribution of an excited atom or ion, in a given ith excitation
state, to the plasma refraction index depends on the wave-
length l j i of allowed electron transitions i! j and on the
corresponding oscillator strength f ji :
m~l!512
e2l2
2pmec2
S ne1(
i , j
f j inai
12l2/l j i
2 D , ~7!
where l is the probe wavelength, and nai is the excited atom-
ion density in the ith state.
Free electrons always produce a negative contribution to
the refractive index. The contribution of bounded electrons
@the second term in parentheses in Eq. ~7!# could have a
different sign which depends on the relation between the
transition wavelength and the probe laser light wavelength.
The plasma refraction index dramatically increases if the
probe wavelength is close to the transition wavelength. This
case of the resonance refraction is frequently used for diag-
nostics of excited atoms and ions. In our conditions the probe
wavelength is nonresonant, and the contribution of excited
atoms and free electrons to the refraction index could be
comparable. It follows from Eq. ~7! that the Abel inversion
procedure allows one to infer the cumulative contribution the
free electrons and the bounded electrons of excited atoms,
ne f f5ne1(
i , j
f j inai
12l2/l j i
2 , ~8!
but not the density of free electrons alone. Such an effective
electron density can be significantly different from ne and in
some cases could even be negative.
E. Excitation and ionization of ambient gas
The energy spectrum of accelerated ions obtained from
the solution to Eq. ~3#! has been used in calculations of the
secondary electron population and the excited He atoms. We
neglect the momentum exchange in He21-He collisions,
since the energy loss per each electron-ion pair production is
on the order of the ionization potential, which is much less
than the ion energy. Hence the equations for the concentra-
tion of secondary free electrons, ne , and excited He atoms,
n
*
, read
]na
]t
5nHeE
0
vmax
dv isa~v i!v i f i~v i!, ~9!
where a5e ,* for free electrons and excited atoms, respec-
tively, nHe is the density of neutral helium atoms, and sa is
the cross section of the ionization ~excitation! of neutral He
atoms by the He21 projectiles and electrons accompanying
them. These cross sections have been taken from Refs. @32–
34#, and interpolated by analytic functions.
The ionization cross section of He by He21 projectiles is
taken from Refs. @33#, and approximated as follows:
se~v !571.4
ln~2.7210.07v2!
v21625/v2.8
expS 2 0.5v D , ~10!
where the ion velocity v is in 108-cm/s units, and se is in
10216-cm2 units. The maximum of this cross section is 3.1
310216 cm2 for ions with a velocity 4.53108 cm/s. Among
all possible excitations for He atoms, we choose to consider
only one transition, 1s!2p ~from the ground state 1 1S to
the state 2 1P), which has a much larger cross section than
any other transition. However, we increase the corresponding
cross section by 20% to take into account, in a rough way, all
other transitions. The excitation cross section for the transi-
tion 1s!2p has the following analytical approximation for
He, suggested in Ref. @34#:
s
*
~v !591
ln~2.7210.037v2!
v211135/v2.3
expS 2 0.67v D . ~11!
This achieves a maximum of 2.1310216 cm2 at an ion ve-
locity of 63108 cm/s. Assuming that the number and energy
of He21 projectiles do not change with time, we neglect the
process of the charge exchange in He21-He collisions which
effectively reduces the number of fast He21 ions and conse-
quently reduces the secondary ionization. Although the
charge exchange dominates the ionization and excitation
cross sections at low ion velocities, v i&13108 cm/s, its
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contribution is several times less for the velocities above 3
3108 cm/s and its incorporation would significantly compli-
cate our model.
The electrons are assumed to have a Maxwellian distribu-
tion, and have been included in Eq. ~9! for free-electron pro-
duction in terms of a constant ionization rate ^se
(e)ve&'2
31028 cm3/s @32# which almost does not depend on the
electron temperature, if it is in the range from 100 eV to
several keV. This ionization rate has been multiplied by a
factor of 2 since each ion is escorted by two electrons. We
suspended the electron ionization contribution for small ion
velocities, v i&13108 cm/s, since the charge exchange is
supposed to decrease the number of such ions, and electrons
cannot propagate far enough without ions. Our analysis
shows that electron contribution to the free electron produc-
tion could be as much as 30%. The electron contribution to
the excitation of ambient gas has been neglected.
For the He atom in the state 2 1P there are four most
important transitions which we took into account while cal-
culating its response to the probe laser field. Those are @37#
the transition to the ground state 1 1S (l150.5843 mm, f 1
50.276), the transition to the state 2 1S (l2520.58 mm,
f 250.376), the transition to the state 3 1D (l356.678 mm,
f 350.711), and the transition to the state 4 1D (l4
54.92 mm, f 450.121). Combining all these transitions for a
probe wavelength l51.053 mm, one finds from Eq. ~7! that
excited atoms make a contribution similar to that of free
electrons with the coefficient 1.1. Therefore, the effective
electron density that has been measured in the experiment
can be written as follows: ne
eff5ne11.1n* . Keeping in mind
that the ionization and excitation cross-sections are compa-
rable in magnitude, we conclude that excited He atoms con-
tribute as much as 50% to the observed secondary ‘‘ioniza-
tion.’’
IV. MODELING OF THE EXPERIMENT
Equations ~3! and ~9! have been solved simultaneously
with the input parameters taken from the experiment: gas
density, nHe5(325)31019 cm23, pulse length t50.24 ps
~which corresponds to 400-fs FWHM!, and pulse energy
E051 – 1.5 J ~we assume that approximately 60–80% of the
incident energy has been trapped in the laser channel!. The
radius of the plasma channel is r052.5– 3 mm, and the ra-
dius of the preionized region is rpl535– 45 mm. Two param-
eters have been varied in order to fit the experimental data:
the laser channel radius r0 and the initial density of the he-
lium gas, nHe . The first of them controls the maximum en-
ergy of the accelerated ions, while the second one controls
the production rate of secondary electrons. The radius of the
preionized region has been adjusted in each run after nHe has
been chosen in order to fit the measured total number of
electrons just after the end of the main laser pulse, Ne'0.4
31016 cm21, at time t51 – 3 ps.
The dynamics of plasma channel formation is demon-
strated in Fig. 12, where the radial ion density distribution is
shown as a function of time. A sharp narrow outer peak in
the density distribution indicates the radial position of fastest
ions. There is also a density peak behind the front at the edge
of the channel which is the contribution of slower ions.
The first goal of simulations was to fit the observed rate of
secondary plasma production, dNe /dt , and the velocity of
plasma expansion with a given electron density for the cross
section z5100 mm. The latter, according to the explanations
of Sec. III D, is actually the effective electron density, neff
5ne11.1n* . It was found from the simulations that theplasma production rate and the plasma expansion velocity
are most sensitive to the background gas density. Both of
them increase dramatically as nHe increases. There is also a
dependence on r0 , but it is not so pronounced because the
decrease in laser channel radius has a two sided effect: it
increases the ion velocity, on the one hand, and correspond-
ingly increases the ionization-excitation cross section; how-
ever, on the other hand, it decreases the total number of
accelerated ions and, therefore, decreases the plasma produc-
tion rate.
It turned out to be impossible to achieve the observed
parameters with the gas density of 3.531019 cm23: the
plasma production rate and the expansion velocities V0.5 and
V1.5 ~the velocities of plasma regions with densities of 0.5
31019 cm23 and 1.531019 cm23, correspondingly! were
several times below the observed values (dNe /dt'1.5
31014 cm21 ps21, V0.5'1.5 mm/ps, and V1.5'0.4 mm/ps
for E051.36 J and r052.6 mm!. A reasonable agreement
with the experimental data can be achieved in the model with
a gas density of 531019 cm23. Correspondingly, the follow-
ing set of input parameters has been chosen: nHe5531019
cm23, rpl535 mm, E051.36 J, and r052.6 mm. With these
parameters the plasma production rate is dNe /dt'3.6
31014 cm21 ps21, the expansion velocity is
V0.5'3.8 mm/ps, and the fastest ions propagate with the ve-
locity Vmax55.2 mm/ps ~energy 550 keV!. The assumed ra-
dius of the laser channel also agrees with the radii of beams
obtained in modeling of the relativistic laser beam self-
focusing @4,11,13,15#. The dependencies of the gas ioniza-
tion rate, dNe /dt , and the velocities, V0.5 and Vmax , on the
channel radius r0 are shown in Fig. 13.
According to Fig. 12, the formation of plasma channel
begins during the propagation of the interaction pulse: there
is a depression at the beam axis and a compression outward
at a time of the laser pulse maximum t50. The time of
channel formation is about 2 ps. After that time the channel
is completely formed and the expelled ions empty the central
region r,5 mm. The fastest ions are propagated away from
FIG. 12. Modeling of the evolution of ion density in the cross
section z5100 mm for the experimental conditions: laser pulse en-
ergy inside the channel 1.36 J, pulse duration 400 fs, laser channel
radius 2.6 mm, and ambient He gas density 531019 cm23.
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the channel, while the slow ions form a compression ring at
the border of the plasma channel. The maximum compres-
sion is 6–7 times that of the initial density at time about 10
ps and then it gradually decreases. The thickness of the com-
pression region is less than 1 mm, which is below the experi-
mental resolution. This explains a low experimentally mea-
sured density compression ~less than two times!. The radius
of the plasma channel is 7 mm at 4 ps. That is three times
larger than the minimal laser focal spot radius at half the
maximum intensity. At later times the plasma channel radius
increases very slowly; it also increases with the laser beam
energy.
Such dynamics of plasma cavitation is in dramatic con-
trast with the hydrodynamic calculations reported in Ref.
@19#. We see that the radius of the plasma channel is set up
within a few ps, and does not change significantly later on.
However, in hydro simulations the channel has a much larger
radius and it expands for a much longer time. The hydrody-
namic model also predicts a different behavior for the com-
pression wave: the plasma compression is much larger in the
hydro model, and it increases with time. The kinetic predic-
tions of the channel dynamics agree qualitatively with the
experiment. The channel diameter indeed sets up to 10–15
mm within first few picoseconds, and then demonstrates a
much slower increase up to 30 mm. The latter feature is out
of the scope of our model for two possible reasons: the laser
beam probably has non-Gaussian wings, which push ions at
larger radial distances, and slow ions with energies below 10
keV cannot be treated as collisionless particles. The mean
free path of such ions with respect to ion-electron collisions
is about 1 mm. They transfer their momentum to ambient
atoms and provide an additional, hydrodynamiclike, source
for the channel expansion.
The ion energy distribution Ni(e i)52p*r dr f i is shown
in Fig. 14 for t50 ps ~the maximum of the laser pulse! and
for t52 ps. For later time moments this distribution does not
change because we neglect ion energy losses for gas ioniza-
tion and excitation. Since the function Ni represents the ion
distribution function integrated over the radius, particles with
different energies are actually located at different distances
from the axis. The ion distribution has a typical shape with
two maxima at low and high energies with a distinct cutoff at
the maximum energy emax .
Now we will discuss the dynamics of gas ionization and
excitation. Theoretical curves for the time dependence of the
linear electron density, Ne(t), and the average effective elec-
tron density, ne(t), inside the radius R0.5 are shown in Fig. 9.
One can see a good qualitative agreement, although the
model predicts a somewhat smaller plasma production rate,
which does not increase at later times. This discrepancy
could probably be attributed to slow collisional ions, which
we do not account for in our simple kinetic model. The tem-
poral evolution of the average electron density for t.10 ps is
also in agreement with observations, although the model
demonstrates an increase of the mean electron density during
first the 10 ps, which is not seen in the experiment. This
could be a consequence of our model’s assumption of the
distribution of an initial plasma density. Some amount of
neutral He atoms have been left within the radius 40–50 mm
in the model; therefore, the secondary ionization takes place
before the plasma radius starts to increase.
In Fig. 10 we show the time dependence of the radial
positions of the regions with the given electron density: 1.5
31019 and 0.531019 cm23, for R1.5 and R0.5 , correspond-
ingly. The corresponding velocities V j5dR j /dt change in
time. They achieve their maxima during the initial time mo-
ments, and then gradually decrease. The temporal behavior
and magnitudes of R j are similar to that in the experiment,
although the experiment does not demonstrate a tendency of
deceleration at later times. The average velocity of lowest
density region at time 20–30 ps, V0.553.63108-cm/s, is ap-
proximately 1.5 times less than the maximum ion velocity,
while the higher density propagates much slower, V1.551.3
3108 cm/s. We note that the model predicts smaller expan-
sion velocity for plasma with neff51.531019-cm23 due to
the reason we mentioned above ~collisions of slow ions,
which are not taken into account in our model!.
We found that the model is very instructive in understand-
ing the axial channel characteristics. The axial dependence
FIG. 13. The dependence of the maximum ion velocity Vmax
~curve 1!, the velocity V0.5 ~curve 2!, and the gas ionization rate,
dNe /dt ~curve 3, dashed line! on the channel radius for parameters
of the experiment.
FIG. 14. Energy distribution of fast ions at two time moments
t50 and 2 ps. The parameters of modeling are presented in Fig. 12.
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can be introduced in our one-dimensional model in terms of
parametric dependence of the laser pulse energy E0(z) and
the laser channel radius r0(z) on the axial coordinate z. We
assume an exponential decrease of E0 with z that corre-
sponds to 60% laser energy loss on 1-mm length ~which is
the diameter of gas jet!. The comparison of V0.5 calculated
from the model with the experimentally measured velocity of
plasma expansion allows one to find an axial dependence of
the laser channel radius, r0(z). Knowing the laser energy in
a given cross section, one also finds the on-axis laser inten-
sity I0(z). The results of this reconstruction of the laser
channel characteristics in a plasma are shown in Fig. 15. One
can see two regions of laser channel compression at z5100
and 600 mm, which are in agreement with the Thomson scat-
tering data shown in Fig. 5. We infer that the maximum
value of laser intensity in the plasma channel exceeds the
vacuum intensity by almost three times.
Knowing the axial dependence of the laser energy, E0(z),
and the laser channel radius r0(z), one can deduce the axial
characteristics of fast ion generation. The fastest ions are
generated from regions of tight focusing at z5100 and 600
mm. Integrating the total energy of accelerated ions per unit
length, dE/dz , over the laser propagation length, we found
that about 65 mJ ~or '5% of the laser energy trapped in the
channel! is contained in the fast ions.
The ion energy distribution Ni(e i ,z) is presented in Fig.
16. It is similar to the late time distribution shown in Fig. 14,
but the cutoff of ion energy changes along the axis. Two
maxima of the cutoff energy correspond to two consecutive
foci of the laser beam. Although the ion energy distribution
in each cross section has a distinct two peak structure, the
total ion energy distribution averaged over the laser channel
length very much resembles the Maxwellian energy distribu-
tion. In Fig. 17 we show the total number of fast ions, ^Ni& ,
with energies above the given energy, e i , integrated over the
laser channel length: ^Ni&5*dz *e i
emaxde Ni(e,z). One can see
an approximately exponential dependence of ^Ni& on e i be-
low the energy cutoff at ;550 keV. That corresponds to the
effective ion temperature ;80 keV ~the solid line in Fig. 17!
which agrees with the average ponderomotive potential pro-
duced by the laser beam. The total number of the fast ions
with the energy higher than 100 keV is ;1012 and with the
energy higher than 300 keV is ;331011. These numbers
can be significantly increased by using a denser gas target or
a larger diameter laser beam. We verified the production of
high-energy ions by the direct detection of the significant
amount of alpha particles with the energies of 0.1– 1 MeV,
using the nuclear track detector CR-39. The results of these
measurements will be published in a following paper.
V. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
This work demonstrates that interferometric measure-
ments of late time plasma evolution combined with an ap-
propriate theoretical model provide an efficient tool for in-
vestigations of a short intense laser pulse interaction with a
plasma. In particular, we demonstrate the possibility to re-
trieve the characteristics of laser channel and fast ions accel-
erated by the ponderomotive force from the velocity of the
late time plasma expansion. We found that the fast ion gen-
eration could be a significant channel of the laser energy
losses. The average over the channel length total energy of
FIG. 15. Axial dependence of the laser channel radius ~curve 1,
solid line! and on-axis laser intensity ~curve 2, dashed line! for
parameters of the experiment.
FIG. 16. Energy distribution of fast ions at different cross sec-
tions for parameters of the experiment.
FIG. 17. Total number of fast ions with energies exceeding e i
integrated over the laser channel length for parameters of the ex-
periment. The solid line is the Maxwellian function with a tempera-
ture of 80 keV.
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accelerated ions is .1.6 J/cm, that corresponds to a laser
pulse dissipation length La of less than 1 cm. In our experi-
ment, approximately 5% of the laser energy has been con-
verted into fast ions with an energy of few hundred keV. The
efficiency of laser energy conversion into fast ions depends
weakly on the laser pulse energy for E0*1 J, according to
Eq. ~6!. However, the energy conversion will be larger in
higher density targets. The estimated energy conversion from
Eq. ~6! is in reasonable agreement with the model calcula-
tions and the experiment. The same is also true for the esti-
mate of maximum ion energy from Eq. ~5!. For relativisti-
cally strong laser pulses, Eqs. ~5! and ~6! predict the
following scalings:
emax'77
Z2l0
2E0t
Ar0
4 MeV,
~12!
La'0.2
r0
2A
tnaZ2l0
cm,
where E0 is measured in J, t is in ps, l0 and r0 are in mm,
and na is in 1019 cm23. These relations reasonably ~within a
factor of 2! estimate the maximum ion energy and laser en-
ergy losses for ion acceleration for laser energies in the range
of few J, and pulse durations of few tenths of a ps when one
can neglect the ion displacement during the acceleration
time. For higher laser energies or longer pulse durations,
Eqs. ~12! overestimate these parameters. Note a sharp depen-
dence of the maximum ion energy on the laser channel ra-
dius in Eqs. ~5! and ~12! and in Fig. 13. Predictions that
follow from our model for higher laser pulse energies are
presented in Fig. 18 for a constant pulse duration of 400 fs.
Although both the total energy of fast ions and the maximum
ion energy increase with the laser pulse energy, their depen-
dence on the laser channel radius is more complicated. For
small laser energies both parameters increase as the laser
channel radius decreases. At high laser energies the total ion
energy increases with the channel radius while the maximum
ion energy decreases. This is another illustration of the fact
that most efficient acceleration occurs to ions which have an
evacuation time comparable to the laser pulse duration,
r0 /v i;t .
In summary, we have demonstrated one more application
of ultrahigh intensity short laser pulses, a ‘‘table-top ion ac-
celerator.’’ The ion acceleration during the process of plasma
channel formation constitutes one of the important energy
losses for the laser beam in a plasma. Ions in a MeV energy
range can be easily generated in experiments with laser
pulses of a Joule scale of energy. The laser energy losses for
the ion acceleration can be controlled by changing the ambi-
ent gas density. The interferometric technique provides an
efficient method for the observation of plasma channel for-
mation and ion acceleration by a short intense laser pulse in
an underdense gas or plasma.
The interaction of accelerated ions with the ambient gas
has been proved to be weakly collisional, and a kinetic
model has been developed to describe this interaction. It is
shown that the accelerated ions can efficiently excite and
ionize the ambient gas atoms, which results in a secondary
plasma production long after the end of the laser pulse. This
secondary plasma is characterized by a large amount of
metastable excited atoms, which might be of interest for
some applications. High-energy ions ponderomotively accel-
erated by intense ultrashort laser pulse in a solid deuterium-
tritium target can also produce fusion reactions with a sig-
nificant yield.
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FIG. 18. The dependence of the total energy of fast ions ~a! and
the maximum ion energy ~b! on the laser energy for the laser chan-
nel radii r052, 2.6, 3.2, and 3.8 mm, for a laser pulse duration of
400 fs and a He gas density of 531019 cm23.
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